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Screening and (Pre-)Assessment
Determine if input data are suitable 
for use case (Jupyter Notebooks, qGIS)

Download & Preparation
Automatic download & processing 
of raw data with, e.g., cURL, 
GDAL, or GeoPandas

Display results in Web-Frontend
Results and metadata can be viewed
on a website developed with Flask, 
Bootstrap, Leaflet, DataTables, …
Hosting with Docker-based container images

Persistence storage
Store results for
later use in PostGIS

Programming Data Layer object
Transfer data source information 
to Python source code

Data Clipping
Map data to spatial
units with, e.g., NumPy
or Rasterio

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE: Infectious diseases remain a significant disease burden in low-and-middle-
income countries, favoured by limited capacity for timely detection and response. Intelligence from various data
sources can help overcome this challenge and strengthen epidemic preparedness and response. Module 4 aims to
develop a novel information system, the ESIDA Data Hub, that harmonizes health and contextual data gathered through
mobile health tools (Module 2) and Open Data sources (Module 3) to inform public health decisions. Dengue fever in
Tanzania, East Africa, serves as our test case, given its multifaceted epidemiology and regional relevance.

The Data Inputs include a
wide range of information
presented in a variety of
different spatio-temporal
formats, which need to be
brought together in a
meaningful way.

The Data Outputs of the 
pipeline are accessible via
a web-based graphical user 
interface. They can be served 
and extracted in different 
formats to suit a range of
use cases in epidemiological 
research and transfer, 
illustrated on the right.

Data Repository
Viewing and filtering 
individual data layers 
of the data repository

Ad-hoc Risk Assessment
On-demand provision of 
aggregated data at different 
administrative levels

Model Environment
On-demand extraction 
of geospatial data for 
simulation scenarios

Line list data
(CSV)

Table data
(CSV)

Vector data
(SHP, GeoJSON)

Raster data
(TIFF)

Contextual
data

Geospatial 
data

Community-
based surveys
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK: The ESIDA Data Hub affords
stakeholders access to a comprehensive repository of 100+ data
layers across five categories (socio-demographic, environmental,
meteorological, health, and infrastructure) from more than 50
sources. This enables the creation of dynamic workflows to
determine data values for specific locations and points in time
(e.g., outbreak events) and inform subsequent data analysis. Being
an open-source and locally deployable system, the Data Hub can be
transferred to other use cases and geographic scales, facilitating
broad adoption in public health, research, and education.

The source code of the ESIDA 
Data Hub is licensed under MIT  
and is available on GitHub.
https://github.com/MARS-Group-HAW/esida-db
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